[CT and MRI imaging in tumoral angiogenesis].
Angiogenesis is the process of activating dormant endothelial cells to form new vessels, after stimulation and it is essential in tumor growth. In many types of cancer, angiogenesis results from the activation of oncogenes that stimulate the production of Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor (VEGF). However, these newly formed vessels have a great number of abnormalities: increased density of fragile and hyper-permeable microvessels, arterial-venous shunts, caliber abnormalities and flow instabilities susceptible to flow direction inversion according to interstitial pressure. Anti-angiogenic treatments inhibit VEGF activity, perceived as structural and functional normalization of the microvascular pattern, such as reduced density of microvessels and restored morphology of the remaining ones. Conventional imaging techniques are not sensible to these changes, at best they show tumor size stabilization, hence the need of new techniques. Microvascularization imaging can be achieved by detecting functional disturbances to blood flow and not by showing the microvasculature per se. These techniques are based in quantifying the enhancement in tumor due to the passage of contrast agent after injection or protons labeled by a magnetic field. Through these measurements, one can derive interstitial and blood volumes as well as the tissue perfusion and capillary wall permeability. Microvascular imaging has greatly benefited from the improvements seen in CT and MRI equipment allowing large volume coverage with high spatial and temporal resolutions as from the evolutions in the methods to calculate, present and compare maps of the microcirculation and it's heterogeneity. However, software to analyze microvascularization are still rare, limiting the technique's application and validation in large scale. Nevertheless, imaging of the microcirculation is useful throughout the care of the oncological patient: it can reinforce the suspicious nature of a lesion, suggest anti-angiogenic treatment efficacy in hypervascular lesions, and show early treatment response before morphological changes as in RECIST criteria.